Subject: English

Topic: **Determiners** (Chapter 5)

**Worksheet 21**

**Answer:**

- **Exercise 1:**
  1. a
  2. an; a
  3. a
  4. a; an
  5. an
  6. an
  7. an; a
  8. ✗; ✗; ✗
  9. a; a
  10. a
  11. ✗; ✗
  12. An; ✗
• **Exercise 2:**

1. your
2. my
3. his
4. my; his
5. her
6. his
7. Your
8. its
9. his; Her
10. my
11. its
12. its

• **Exercise 3:**

1. *Which* – interrogative
2. *Which* – interrogative
3. *any* – quantifier
4. *many* – quantifier
5. *your* – possessive
6. *this* – demonstrative
7. *much* – quantifier
8. That – demonstrative
9. These – demonstrative
10. My – possessive; my – possessive; some – quantifier
11. some – quantifier
12. some – quantifier
Answer:

1. Yung-lo summoned Kwan-yu because he wanted a person who was well-versed both in casting metal and astronomy and Kwan-yu’s name was suggested for this by Yung-lo’s courtier Ming-lin.

2. Kwan-yu was an expert in moulding metals.

3. Kwan-yu was hesitant to take up the task at first because the two tasks of astronomy and casting metal were very different from each other.

4. Kwan-yu failed in the first attempt because the earthen casting was broken. The giant bell, instead of being a thing of beauty was a sorry mass of metals that did not blend.

5. When Kwan-yu failed the first time, the king said that it was a mighty failure. He also said that there is a lesson to be learnt in the disappointment. He advised Kwan-yu that when the materials of gold, silver and other base metals are mixed properly they would make a bell that would be so beautiful and so pure of tone that the spirits of heaven would pause to look and listen. He also said that if it is not blended properly it forms a hideous thing. He also gives Kwan-yu another trial.

6. Kwan-yu was given a third chance because the king saw Kwan-yu’s frowning face when he failed the second time. The kind said that if Kwan-yu did not cast the bell in the third attempt, both he and Ming-lin will be punished.

7. The astrologer answered that gold cannot blend with silver or brass or iron, unless the blood of a maiden is mixed with the molten metals.

8. The final attempt was a grand success because when Kwan-yu’s daughter came forward to sacrifice herself for the blood of the maiden, the king understood her intentions and glorified it. Just then, the metals which did not blend before, started uniting and a beautiful bell was formed.